Sounding Images

turnEnsemble

featuring Beta Collide

and Verbal Transcription
this is causing itself
James Bean

**turnEnsemble and Verbal Transcription**

*For Verbal Transcription*    Noah Jenkins

*Verbal Transcription*

*Echoes of a Sonic Habitat II*    Andrew Stiefel

**Verbal Transcription and Beta Collide**

*Sacred Space*    Brandon Rumsey
  Alyssa Tamayo, saxophone; Ednaldo Borba, piano

...never seemed to be static things.
Scott Scharf

**Verbal Transcription**

**INTERMISSION**

this is causing itself
James Bean

**turnEnsemble and Brian McWhorter**

*filaments*    Matt Zavortink
  II. filament 82

**Verbal Transcription**

*Eye Contact*    Molly Fishman
  I. Spray Paint.
  II. Crashing Your Car into the Garage.
  III. This All Happened on the Same Day.

**Verbal Transcription**

*For Verbal Transcription*    Noah Jenkins

**turnEnsemble and Verbal Transcription**

this is causing itself
James Bean

**Beta Collide**